REMINDER
Navigate is term based, therefore, any transfer work including AP/IB credit, major changes, especially for new students, will not appear in Navigate until the term has changed in Banner.

SMALL CHANGES COMING
Between July 10th - July 23rd you may see small changes coming to Navigate that do not require any action on your part. You will see the quick search icon move to the center of the homepage at the top, menu items in the maroon bar will be reordered based on usage, so the more common ones will move to the top of the order, and watch lists will have a name change to student lists to be more inclusive.

Top user within the platform for the month of May 2020 is Alice Noble from Engineering Education with the most active time on Navigate!

DON'T FORGET!
For the summer 2020 term, your My Assigned Students will reflect students who are enrolled in any part of the summer 2020 term since VT has transitioned to "Part of Term" for summer session.

NEW ORIENTATION RESOURCES
Check out the new resources that have been created to assist with orientation advising from setting up availability, to creating watch lists, and how to execute a campaign. These can be found under the Guides and Directions and Appointment Campaign categories under Navigate Resources on the advising website.
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